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Abstract 
Hibi, T., Hilbert functions of Cohen-Macaulay integral domains and chain conditions of finite 
partially ordered sets, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 72 (199 1) 265-273. 
Let A= A,,@A,@..~ be a commutative graded ring such that (i) A,, = k a field, (ii) 
A = k[A ,] and (iii) dim, A, < 13. It is a fundamental fact that the formal power series 
xi_,,(dim, A,,)h” is of the form (II,, +h,A + .*. + !;,A’)/(1 - A)d’m.-‘. where each h, is an 
integer. We are interested in the sequence (h,,, h,, . . . , h,), called tlL. h-vector of A, when A is 
a Cohen-Macaulay integral domain. In this paper, first. in Section 1, we summarize the basic 
information on the h-vector of A which can be obtained by investigating the behavior of the 
canonical module K,, of A. Secondly, in Section 2, we apply the abstract heory in Section 1 to 
the combinatorial problem of finding a characterization of the so-called W-vectors of finite 
partially ordered sets and obtain linear and nonlinear inequalities for the w-vector of a finite 
partially ordered set which satisfies a certain chain condition, see Corollary 2.1 I. 
1. Cohewhaacaulay standard G-algebras 
Let k be a field and A a standard G-algebra [ 111. Thus A is a commutative ring 
with identity which possesses a direct sum decomposition A = A,, G3 A 1 63 * a * as a 
k-module, where A,A, C Ai+i, such that (i) A,, = k. (ii) A is gene;at;d by A, as 
an algebra over k and (iii) the dimension of A, as a vector space over k is finite. 
*The short summary IS] of this paper was presented at the conference “Combinatoncs and 
Theoretical Computer Science” held at George Washington University. Washington. DC. May 22-X 
1Y8Y. 
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The Hilbert function of A is defined by 
H(A,n)=dim,A,, forir=O,1,2, . . . . 
Let d = dim A be the Krull dimension of A and u = H(A, 1) = dim,: A, the 
embedding dimension of A. It is a classical result (e.g., [7, Chapter 5, Section 
13]), that H(A, n) is polynomial for n sufficiently large and the degree of this 
polynomial is d - 1. On the other hand, the sequence h(A) = (h,,, h,, . . .), called 
the h-vector of A, defined by the formula 
(1 - h)d c H(A, n)h” = i h;A’ 
,z=o i=ll 
has finitely many nonzero terms and h,, = 1, h, = u - d. If hi = 0 for any i > s, 
then we write h(A) = (h,,, h,, . . . , h,) for this sequence. 
Suppose that h(A) = (h,,, h,, . . . , h,) with h, f 0 is the h-vector of a Cohen- 
Macaulay standard G-algebra A. Then each hi is non-negative [9]. Moreover, if A 
is Gorenstein, then h(A) is symmetric, i.e., h, = h,_, for any 05 i 5s [ll, 
Theorem 4.11. 
Now, let A =@ ,IrO A,* be a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain. i.e., a 
G-algebra which is an integral domain. Then we write 4, for the set of 
homogeneous ideals I = @,laO (I fl A,,) of A which satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(i) Let c(l) be the non-negative integer min{n: I n A,, # (0)). Then we have 
the equality 
(1 _ A)dim A i [dim,(f fl A,,)],+” = A’“‘(h + h,_,A +. -. + h,A”) S , 
where h(A) = (h,,, h,, . . . , h,) with h,Y # 0. 
(i)) If 15 A, then A/I is Cohen-Macaulay and dim A/I = dim A - 1. 
Lemma 1.1. The set 9A is non-empty. 
Proof. Since A is a Cohen-Macaulay integral domain, the canonical module 
(1) 
KA 
of A is identical with a homogeneous ideal I of A, see [l, Corollary 6.71. Then, 
thanks to [II, Equation (12), p. 711 and [l, Corollary 6.131, I E .aA as 
required. Cl 
Lemma 1.2 [2, Lemma 1.71. Any homogeneous ideal I E $A is isomorphic to the 
canonical module K, of A as graded modules over A up to sh$ in grading. 0 
Let A be a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain. Then the y-invariant y(A) of 
A is defined by 
y(A) := min{cfZ): I E ,a,} . 
Thus, y(A) = 0 if and only if K, z A, i.e., A is Gorenstein. 
It is natural to ask why we are interested in the y-invariant. 
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that h(A) = (ho, h,, . . . , II,). h,, f 0, is the h-vector of a 
Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain A. Then we have the linear inequality 
h, + h,V_, + . . . + h,_$ h,, + h, + ... + h, + (h,,, + A I- + h,+,,) 
(2) 
for any 0 5 i I [(s - y(A))/2]. 
Proof. First, note that if y(A) = 0, then h(A) is symmetric. thus the equality 
holds in (2) for any 0 I i 5 [s/2]. So, let y(A) >O and suppose that Z = 
en’_,, (I fl A,,) E 4, satisfies c(Z) = y(A). Then I C A. Now, since H(AIZ, n) = 
H(A, n) - dim,(Z fl A,z) for n = 0, 1,2.. . . , we obrain 
( 1 - Qdirn A_ ’ 2 H(AIZ, n)A” 
,I = (I 
Y(A) i h,,_,h’] (1 + A -t A’ + - * -) 
j-0 
(3) 
by (1). On the other hand, since the quotient algebra A /I is Cohen-Macaulay 
with dim A/Z = dim A - 1, the coefficient of AieytA’ in the right-hand side of (3), 
i.e., the (i + y(A))th component of the h-vector of A/Z. is non-negative. Hence 
ciz(A’ h, 2 ci=,, h,s_j as desired. 0 
Proposition 1.4 (131. Suppose that h(A) = (h,,, h,, . . . , h,), h,% # 0, is the h-vector 
of arz arbitrary Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain A. Therz we have the linear 
inequality 
h,,+h,+ . + hi 5 h, + h,,_, + * *. + )2,-i 
for uizy 0 5 i 5 [s/2]. 0 
We sa.y that a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain A = @i,zo A,, is level (cf. 
[lo]) if some (or, by Lemma 1.2, equivalently. any) homogeneous ideal Z E 9, is 
generated by I n AC(,) as a module over A. 
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Proposition 1.5 [ 10, Theorem 21. I% h(A) = (h,,, h,, . . . , h,) with h, # 0 be the 
h-vector of a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain A and suppose that A is level. 
If i and j are non-negative integers with i + j 5 s. then h, I h,h,,,. El 
We refer the reader to. e.g., [3] for some conjectures on h-vectors (: “ohen- 
Macaulay standard G-domains. Also, see [4]. 
2. Chain conditions of partially ordered sets 
Any partially ordered set (poser for short) to be considered is finite. A chain is 
a Foset in which any two elements are comparable. We write #(X) for the 
cardinality of a finite set X. Let IV be the set of non-negative integers and Z the 
set of integers. 
Let P be a poset with elements x1, _Y,. . , . , sp. labeled so that if xi <xi in P, 
then i < j in L. Given an integer i, 0 5 i <p, write wi = w,(Pj for the number of 
permutations n = a,a, - - - ap of 1,2, . . . , p such that (i) if x,~< x+ in P, then 
r -=z s (i.e., T is a linear extensiorz of P) and (ii) #{r: ar > a,; , >, the number of 
decenrs of rr, is equal to i. Let s : = max{i: wi f 0). We say that the vector 
w( P) = (M’,), w, , . . . , w,) is the w-vector of P. Consult [12, pp. 211-2211 for 
combinatorial background of w-vectors. See also [5]. What can be said about the 
w-vector of a poset? 
Given a poset P, let P” be the poset which is obtained by adjoining a new pair 
of elements, 0” and 1 h, to P such that O^ <x< 1” for any xEP. Let 
%(P”):= {(a, fl)E P” X P”: 1y 6;P) be the covering relation of P”. Here the 
notation ‘cy Q 8’ means that /3 succeeds (Y, i.e., cy < p and (Y < y < /3 for no 
Y E P *. We write 9( P” ) for the set of maps 6 : %(P* ) --, N which satisfies the 
following condition: For any pair of elements x, y E P” with x < y and for any 
two unrefinable chains X=X~,QS, Q-.-Qx,, =y, x=y,,<y, <---<y,,, = y of 
P” joining x to y, we have the equality 
‘I - 1 m - I 
c KL-L,) = c WY;, ?j+,) - 
i=(l , =(I 
An element S E 9(P”) is called positive if a((~, p) > 0 for any (a, a) E g(f’^j. 
Let 9 *(PA) be the set of positive elements of B(P”). The set 9(P”) 9.ms out to 
be an additive semigroup with identity if addition is defined by (6 + 
a’)((~, p):= a((~, p) + a’((~, p). Then 9.JP”) is an ideal of 9(P*), i.e., if 
S E SJP”), then S t 6’ E 9*(P”) for any 6’E B(P”). The weighr qf S E 
9(P”) is the non-negative integer u(S) := C’Zd 6(zi, z,+,), where 0” = .z,,< 
2, Q.* *Gz,= 1* is any maximal chain of P”. Note that ~(6 + 8’) = 
~(6) + ~(a’). Let 9,,(P”) be the subset of 9(P”) consisting of those elements 
6 E %(P^) with u(6) = n. 
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Lemma 2.1 (cf. 12, Proposition 2.51). The semigroup 3’(P”) is generated by 
53,(PA). 0 
Let k[9(P *)I := k[{X’} GEVtPAJ be the semigroup ring of 9,(Y) over a field k 
and k[B.+(P*)] the ideal of k[9(P”jJ which is generated by those monomiaIs Xs 
with S E ?B,(P*). 
Corollary 2.2. Define deg Xs : = u(6) for arty 6 E C!+(P^). and the k-algebra 
k[B(P^)j turns out to be a standard G-algebra. q 
Now, by virtue of Hochster [6], the standard G-algebra k[LZ(P^)] is Cohen- 
Macaulay. On the other hand, Stanley [ 11, Theorem (6.7)] guarantees that 
k[B.(P*)] is the canonical module of k[9(PA)]. i.e., k(4,(P”)]EJ,,,(P..,I. 
Proposition 2.3. The h-vector h(k(9(PA)]) of the standard G-algebra k( CZ(P”)] 
coincides with the w-vector w(P) of the poser P 
Proof. We write L?(P, n) for the number of those maps u: P+ N such that (i) if 
x sy in P, then a(x) r u(y), i.e., u is order-reversing, and (iij max{cr(xj: ,Y E 
P) 5 n. Then we easily see that fl(P, n) = #(B,,(P”)) (= ff(k[C!?(P”)]. n)) for 
n = 0, 1,2,. . . . On the other hand, it is a fundamental result in the theory of 
Stanley’s P-partitions [r?] that (cz=,, H(k[L@(P”)], n)A” =) zf=(, Cl(P. n)A” = 
(wo+ w,A+**- + w,h”)!(l - A)“+‘, where P = #(Pj and w(P) = 
(w,,, WI,.‘. , w,), thus (in particular, dim k[C?(P”)] =p + 1 and) h(k[9(PA)]) = 
w(P) as required. El 
Hence, thanks to Proposition 1.4, we obtain the linear inequalities w,, + w, + 
---+w~(w,~+ w,_,+*-*+ w~_~, Olir[s/2], for the w-vector w(P) = 
(H’o, w,, - * - , ws) of an arbitrary poset P. 
What more can be said about the w-vector of a poset? In what follows, first, we 
try to calculate the y-invariant y(k[Bb(P^)]) of k[B(P* )] and, secondly, we 
consider the problem when k[g(P”)] is level. 
We begin with summarizing fundamental definitions concerning chain condi- 
tions of posets. The length of a chain C is i(C) := #(C) - 1. The rank of a poset 
P, denoted by rank(Pj, is the supremum of lengths of chains contained in P. If 
o I /3 in P, then we write I((Y, p) for the rank of the subposet {x E P: [Y 5 x 5 /3}. 
A poset P is called pure if every maximal chain of P has the same length. We say 
that P satisfies the SC”)-chain condition, 11 EN. if (i) for any element 5 E R the 
subposet { y E P: y 2 6) of P is pure and (ii) the difference ra.nk(P) - 
min{l(C): C is a maximal chain of P} is equal to n. Thus P satisfies the 6”‘‘-chain 
condition if and only if P is pure. 
A sequence ‘!I = (a,,, p,,, crI, PI.. . . , CT,,, p,,). which consists of even number of 
elements of Ph. is called rhythmical if (i) (Y,, = 0” and p,, = 1 n. (ii) ayi 5 P, for any 
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05 i 5 tz. (iii) cyi+, 5 p, for any 0 5 I < n and (iv) CY; +? $pi for any 0 5 j 5 i 5 
n - 2. Let 
Define p(P*) := max{Z(\!l): ??I is a rhythmical sequence of P”}. Then rank(P”) 5 
p(P”). We say that P satisfies the A-chain condition if rank(t)*) = p(P”). On the 
other hand, a collection % = {_$’ 4 xy’ < - - . -==c _~:f))~=,.~,,,,.,~~ of unrefinable chains 
of P” is called pleasant if (i) xi,“’ = O*, xc’ = 1” and (ii) x:f’ L xl;+‘) for any 
1 5 i < nz. Let 
?,I 
I(%?) = 2 j, . 
i-l 
Define the non-negative integer p(P* j := rank(P*) - min(l(B): B is a pleasant 
collection of unrefinable chains of PA ). Then p(P” ) = 0 if and only if P is pure. 
Lemma 2.4. If a poset P siztisfies the S (“‘-chain condition, then P satisfies the 
A-chaiu condition and p(Pn ) = n. 0 
c 
Let %(P*) be the set of maps u: PA -+ N such that (a) if x I y in PA, then 
a(x) L a(y), and (b) U( 1”) = 0. ‘For any 6 E 9(&“^) we define a, E 93(P”) as 
follows: IfxE P” andx=x,,<xx,<.. - Q x,, = 1 A is one of the unrefinable chains 
of P“ combining x with 1”) then aa := COriSp_, S(xi, xi+,). Thus v(S) = 
~~(0”). We should remark that %(P^) = {CT&: 6 E 9(P^)} and that a, = use if 
and only if 6 = 6 ‘. 
We are now in the position to state the first main result in this section. 
Theorem 2.5. y(k[%~(P”)]) 5 &PA). 
Proof. Let 6,6’ E 9(P”). We say that S is dominated by 6’ if S(a, P) 5 a’((~, P) 
for each (a, P)E %‘(P^). Also, S, E 9(P”) is called a shifting for SSb(P*) if 8, 
is dominated by every 6 E Bd,(P”). We remark that [2, Corollary 24 guarantees 
that 6, E 9(P”) is a shifting for BJP”) if and only if S,(cw, /3) 5 1 for each 
(cu, p) E %(P^). If 6, ;- a shifting for 9 *(PA ), then the homogeneous ideal I of 
k[9(P*)] generated by {X8-“: 6 E 51d,(P*)} is contained in 9k[S(pAJl. More- 
over, c(l) = rank(P”) - ~(6~). 
When cy E P“, we write P”(a) for the subposet {x E PA: x 2 (Y} of P”. 
Also, we define the map &: P” 
c~(P~(fi)): j3 E PA, /3 5 cy}. 
+=N to be TV:= min{rank(P*(P)) - 
Th en ~4 E 93(P”). Moreover, 0 zs &((Y) - &( fi) 5 1 
for each (a, P) E %(P*). Thus if 76 = a& with 6 Q E $@(P^), then 6 ~(cu, p) I I 
for every (a, P)E %(P^), hence 6 0 is a shifting for 9*(P*). 
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Now, u(S~) (= d!(Oh)) is equal to mm { I(%): ‘8 is a pleasant coliection of 
unrefinable chains of P”}. On the other hand, for every pleasant collection ‘8 of 
unrefinable chains of P” and for every shifting 6, for 9*(P* ), we have the 
inequality !(‘%) ?u(6 *). Hence, we have the equality min{ I(‘%): % is a pleasant 
collection of unrefinable chains of P”} = max(u(6,): 6, E 9(P”) is a shifting for 
* 3 *(PA)}. Thus y(k[CB(P^)J) 5 p(Pn) as required. 0 
We do not know if there exists a poset P with y(k[B(P”)]) < p(P”). Now, 
thanks to Propositions 1.3 and 2.3, we have the following result: 
Corollary 2.6. Ler w(P) = (w,), WI,. . . , ws) be the w-vector of a poset P. Then we 
have the linear inequality 
w,+w,_* +-a ~+w,_i~w,,+w,+-+w,+(w,+,+-*+x;+p,,,^)) 
for any OliI[(s--p(P*))/2]. Cl 
We easily XC that y(k[SB(P”)]) = 0, i.e., k[9(P*)] is Gorenstein, if and only if 
P is pure (cf. [2, Proposition 2.61). Moreover, by a purely combinatorial method, 
Stanley [S] proved that the w-vector w(P) of P is symmetric if and only if P is 
pure. 
We next turn to the problem of finding a combinatorial characterization for 
k[B(P”)] to be a level ring. 
Lemma 2.7. Let {ati) = xt’ Q xfij Q. - - Q x!,’ = /3’i)}i,,.2.,,._, be a collection of 
chains of P” with each pi = I(cu(‘), p”‘), and assume that CY(‘+‘)$/~(‘) for any 
15 j 5 i < t. Then there exists 6 E 9 *(PA) such that 6(x:!, , x:‘) = 1 for any 
llistand lrjlp,. 
Proof. Let t L 2 and assume that there exists 5 E 9*(P”) such that 
T(xS’1,,~~‘)=1forany2~i~nandlsj~p~.Thenwecanobtain7E~(P^) 
by defining 
if y 5 PC’) , 
otherwise . 
If~=u~withS~~(P*),thenSE~,(P*)and6(x~.’!,,x~’)=lforanyl~i~~ 
and 1 I j 5 pi as required. Cl 
We say that S E B*(P”) is essential if whenever S = 5 + 77 with 5 E 9(PA). 
7E LS*(P”), then 5 = 0, i.e., ~(cu, p) =0 for any (a, 6) E Y(P*). Let g(P*) be 
the set of essential elements of 9JP”). Then #(%‘(P” j) < x. 
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Lemma 2.8. Let S E 9 *(P” ). Then S E iT(P A ) if and only if rhere exisrs a 
rl~ythmical sequence ?t = (a;,. /3,,. a,. J3, . . . . . a,,. /3,,) Of’ P ’ Sldl thal q&x,) - 
os(Pi)=l{~i,Pi)forar?yOIilrz. 
Proof. First, the ‘if’ part is easy. Assume that 6 E 9 *(PA ) is not essential. 
Then there exist y E 5Jl(P”) and 5 E 9*(P*) with S = y + 5. Let ‘!I = 
(‘y,,~P,~~cy,~P1~“‘~Q;,, & ) be any rhythmical seouence of P”. Since a,,(s) - 
u,(&)>O for some Oliln. we have ~&(a,) - us(&) = I~,(~,) - Qy(Pi)) + 
(u~((Y,) - crJ p,)) > /(ai, &) as desired. 
Secondly. the ‘only if’ part is technical. Let S E 9 J P” ). Then we say that an 
element x E P” is S-funny if the following condition is satisfied; 
(#I There exists a rhythmical sequence !!I = (cu,,. &,. Q’, /3,, . . . , a,. J3,) of 
PA with the property that for some 0 % i d s, we have (a) x I pi and 
(b) u,(ff;) - u&(/3;) = I(ru;. /3;) for each Or ili= 
Thus. in particular. 0” E P” is S-funny. Let I, be the 5et of S-funny elements of 
P”. Then Za is a poset ideal of PA. Moreover, x f 1,. y g1, and x 4 y together 
imply 6(s, y) > 1. In fact, let x E P” be a-funny and, in (#), assume that x$& 
for any 0 I i < j. Then ‘!I’ = (cy,,, p,,, (Y, , PI, . . . , Q;, fl,, x, y, y, 1 * ) with x Q y and 
y $Z I<$ is a rhythmical sequence of Ph. Thus, if 6(x, y) = 1. then y is a-funny by 
(#). a contradiction, hence 6(x, y) > 1. 
Now. suppose that for any rhythmical sequence \‘I = 
(% PO. al? PV * * ‘a,,, p,,) of PA there exists an integer 0~ i 5 n such that 
u~(~,)-U~(P,)>I(~U,, P,). Then I”ffl,. Thus, we obtain u E !33(P* ) with 
~(0”) = 1 by definin g u(x) = 1 (resp. u(x) = 0) if xE l6 (resp. x$ZZ&). Let 
y E 9n,(PA) with u = a,,. Then y(x, y) = 1, (x, y) E %‘(P^), if and only if x E Is 
and ygjrr,. Hence 6 = y + .$ for some 5 E 9,,(P”), thus S$%(P”). Cl 
We now come to the second main result in this section. 
Theorem 2.9. TI2e Cohen-Macaulay standard G-domain k[ S(P*)] is level if and 
only if the po;et P satisJies the J-chain condition. 
Proof. The set {X”},,,(,,,, is a ‘unique’ minimal generating system of the ideal 
k[&(P”)l of k[g”(P^)]. W e easily see that min{u(S): 6 E %(P^)} coincides with 
rank(P* ). On the other hand, by Lemma 2.7, we have the inequality max{v(6): 
S E &(P" )I 2 p(P”). Moreover, the inequality max(u(6): S E %(P”)} rp(P^) 
is guaranteed by Lemma 2.8. Thus max(u(6): 6 E %(P^)) = p(P”). Hence. 
k[ 22( P * )] is level if and only if rank( P”) = p( PA), in other words, P satisfies the 
d-chain condition. q 
Thus. by Propositions 1.5 and 2.3. we have just proved the following resuii: 
Corollary 2.10. Lef w(P) = (II*,,. II‘, . . . . , w, ) be the w-vector of a poser P. .~ssuntt~ 
that P satisifes the d-chain conditiotl. Titer! . for any non-negative integers i arrd j 
with i + j 5 s, we have the non-linear itzeqccaiity w, 5 wjwi + j. Cl 
Finally, combining Corollat.es 2.6 and 2.10 with Lemma 2.4, we obtain 
combinatorial information on the w-vector of a poset which satisfies the 8”‘‘-chain 
condition. 
Corollary 2.11. Let w(P) = ( w,,, w , , . . . . w3 ) be the w-vector of a poser P. Suppose 
that P satisfies the S “‘‘-chair1 corrditiott. Then we have the foilowirlg /itlear md 
non-linear inequalities : 
(i) xi_,, w,_~ 5 C:ly, w, for arly Or i 5 [(s - ir)IZ] . 
(ii) w,5 w;w,+j for arzy i. jZ0 with i +j’s. 0 
It would. of course. be of great interest to find a combinatorial characterization 
of the w-vectors of poscts. 
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